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ISM Onboard The 0.8

This is the enchanced version of ISM Onboard the ONE.  Very revealing of low-level 
ambient and spatial cues with exacting focus.  Vivid, lifelike sound within a large, 

expansive soundstate.  This interconnect has Isolated Shield Matrix® and Floating Ground 
Station® technologies within ISM Onboard Capsule™.  It has RSC® SA-OF8N® copper 

conductors with a natural fiber core, PTFE dieletric throughout ; Aero-PE® primary dielectric 
throughout and Anti-Corrosion coated copper shield.

* RCA (Torque-Lock™) or XLR
* Isolated Shield Matrix® and Floating Ground Station® technologies within ISM Onboard 

Capsule™
* RSC® SA-OF8N® copper conductors.

* Natural fiber core.
* PTFE dieletric throughout. Aero-PE® primary dielectric   throughout.

* Anti-Corrosion coated copper shield.
* Enhanced version of ISM Onboard The ONE.

* Very revealing of low-level ambient and spatial cues with exacting focus.
* Vivid

REVIEWS:

 “After listening to several of the most marketed cables, TARA Labs was the best cable of 
the lot, with a warm and seductive quality that brought out the soundstage between the 

instruments in the several classical recordings I listened to. Superb!” -M.L. / NYC
 

 “When I use the TARA Labs ISM the One Digital and 0.8 Onboard, my friends and guests 
don't say much about "the sound." And that happens, because the TARA Labs digital 
cables are so transparent and free of noise that they get out of the way and let the 

equipment and recordings do the talking. By stepping aside, the TARA Labs digital cables 
can eliminate barriers between listeners and the music.” -John

 “I wanted to let you know that last weekend I finally had the chance to incorporate all 
your cables in my Kondo/Tidal set up. In one word: I am very impressed! A deep black 
background, a large space in which the various instruments can be recognized and 

followed (tunes fading away) very clearly. The combination of tremendous transparency 
and beautiful tonality makes them addictive.” -Rodolf


